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   1. Need to allow any possibility for edge information -
       Choose to pass a function to readFile method which
       does this.

   2. Establish a Vertex class with list of adjacent vertices and
       a pointer to an object containing vertex specific info.

       Services:
           a. setNeighbors   // Saves list of edges to adj vertices
           b. addNeighbor   // Adds edge to adj vertices to list
           c. getNeighbors   // Returns list of edges to adj vertices
           d. getNextNeighbor  // Returns another edge from list
                                             // wraps around
           e. setObject         // Saves vertex specific information
           f. getObject         // Returns vertex specific information
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   4. Establish arrays of edges and vertices.  Use the following
       declarations:
           Vertex **vertices;
           Edge **edges;
       When size information is discovered or computed do this:
           vertices = new Vertex*[v_size];
           edges = new Edge*[e_size];



A Graph Class
Considerations in printing:
  

   1. Printing a graph requires printing edge and vertex info.
       Hence functions doing this should be passed in.



A Graph Class
Reading a file:

   1. Open file
   2. Save contents of file in local buffer
   3. Count the number of '\n' characters in the buffer (nedges)
   4. Set edges = new Edge*[nedges];
   5. Read all vertex numbers and find the maximum (nvertices)
   6. Set vertices = new Vertex*[nvertices+1];
   7. for (int i=0 ; i <= nvertices ; i++) 
       vertices[i] = new Vertex();
   8. For each edge from file:
         a. Read vertex index and save pointer to Vertex object
         b. Read edge information, apply special function, save
             result in object referenced in edge.



Subclassing A Graph Class
Problem:  When to enter Vertex information?

    File format does not admit this possibility
    So create a subclass of the Graph class with method for this



Solving a Problem: Graph Coloring
Problem:  Is a given graph colorable with three colors?
    
     use Vertex object pointer to point to an assigned color
     do not use Edge object pointer 



Solving a Problem: Min Cost Network
Problem:  Given graph with weights on edges, find min cost
      acyclic subgraph which spans all the vertices
    
     Subclass both the Partition class (for union-find) and Graph
     class (for file read of graph components)

     use Edge object pointer to reference edge weight
     use Vertex object pointer to ref vertex number for printing



Solving a Problem: Shortest Path
Problem:  Given graph with weights on edges, find min total
     weight paths to each of vertices from vertex 0.
      
     use Edge object pointer to reference edge weight
     use Vertex object pointer to reference a Path object
            where Path object contains path cost, vertex, and 
            pointer to next Path object on way back to vertex 0


